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Color evaporation description of inelastic photoproduction ofJÕc at DESY HERA
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The H1 Collaboration recently reported a new analysis of data on the inelastic photoproduction ofJ/c
mesons at DESY’s HERAep collider. We show that these new experimental results are well described by the
color evaporation model for quarkonium production. Moreover, these new data require the introduction of
resolved photon contributions in order to accommodate the results in the kinematic region where the fractional

energy carried by theJ/c is small, demonstrating that colored perturbativecc̄ states contribute to the produc-
tion of a color singlet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The H1 Collaboration recently reported new data on
inelastic photoproduction ofJ/c mesons@1# as well as a
comparison with the color singlet@2# and color octet@3#
models. We here compare the H1 data with the color eva
ration model ~CEM! for quarkonium production showing
that it also provides a good description of the same d
These data probe for the first time the production of charm
nium states carrying a small energy fraction (z), requiring
the introduction of resolved photon contributions in order
explain the results. These contributions are color octet c
figurations, clearly confirming the necessity to include th
in the charmonium production mechanism.

In contrast with a wealth of information on charmoniu
production elsewhere, previous measurements of the ine
tic photoproduction of charmonium at the DESYep collider
HERA @4,5# appeared to indicate that color octet mod
failed to describe the data for a large charmonium ene
fractionz. In contrast, the color singlet model fits the largez
data well. To solve this puzzle, we argued@6# that this dis-
crepancy resulted from the neglect of non-perturbative
fects that are important at largez. Implementing a phenom
enological parameterization of these effects in a sche
originally developed for Drell-Yan phenomenology, we illu
trated that agreement with data could be achieved. In
work, we employ the same procedure of@6# to parametrize
the non-perturbative effects important at largez.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The failure of the color singlet model@7# to describe the
charmonium production at the Fermilab Tevatron@8# is in
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sharp contrast with a simple and successful picture thatJ/c
production is a two-step process where a heavy quark pa
produced first in any color state, followed by the nonpert
bative formation of the colorless asymptotic state. In oth
words, color octet as well as singletcc̄ states contribute to
the production ofJ/c. Several formalisms have been pr
posed to incorporate these basic features: the nonrelativ
QCD ~NRQCD! method@9#, the CEM scheme@10,11#, and
the soft color interaction model@12#. The original CEM@13#
actually predates the color singlet approach, and had b
abandoned for no good reason. Recent measurements o
polarization of bound charm and beauty mesons are cle
at variance with the NRQCD framework@14#; one may argue
however that we need more data and more precise calc
tions to come to a firm conclusion.

The formation of charmonium states has two differe
scales: the scale of the hard subprocess describing the
ation of thecc̄ pair ismc

21 , while the hadronization scale i

LQCD . Therefore,cc̄ pairs formed at short distances liv
long enough for soft gluons to readjust the color of the pa
before they appear as asymptoticc, xc or, alternatively,DD̄
states. The CEM simply states that charmonium produc
is described by the same dynamics asDD̄ production, i.e., by
the formation of a coloredcc̄ pair. The formation of color-
singlet states, rather than colored pairs, is the result o
non-perturbative process involving large-distance color fl
tuations, and is modeled by a statistical counting of poss
color final states. This same approach to color provide
successful description of the production of rapidity gaps
tween jets at the Tevatron@15–19# and HERA @17,18# as
well as the formation of forward rapidity gaps at HER
@20,21#.

The CEM predicts that the sum of the cross section of
onium and open charm states is described by@10,19#

sonium5
1

9E2mc

2mD
dMcc̄

dscc̄

dMcc̄

, ~1!
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and

sopen5
8

9E2mc

2mD
dMcc̄

dscc̄

dMcc̄

1E
2mD

dMcc̄

dscc̄

dMcc̄

, ~2!

whereMcc̄ is the invariant mass of thecc̄ pair. The factor 1/9
stands for the probability that a pair of charm quarks form
at a typical time scale 1/Mc ends up as a color singlet sta
after exchanging soft gluons with the final state remna
This factor reflects the fact that there is one color sing
state out of 9 possible color configurations of acc̄ pair. One
attractive feature of this model is the intimate relation b
tween the production of charmonium and of open cha
which allows us to use open charm data to perform the p
turbative QCD calculation, and to subsequently make dir
predictions for charmonium cross sections.

The fractionrc of produced onium states that materiali
asc,

sc5rc sonium, ~3!

has been inferred from low energy measurements to b
constant@22,23#. It is interesting to notice that the CEM ha
fewer free parameters than the other models, e.g., NRQ
nevertheless, it successfully accommodates all feature
charmonium production@3,24,25#.

From the charmonium photoproduction, we determin
thatrc50.43– 0.5@11#, a value that can be accounted for b
statistical counting of final states@12#. The fact that allc
production data are described in terms of this single par
eter, fixed byJ/c photoproduction, leads to parameter-fr
predictions for theZ-boson decay rate into promptc @26#,
and to charmonium production cross sections at Teva
@27# and HERA@6#, as well as for neutrino-initiated reaction
@28#. These predictions are in agreement with the availa
data.

III. INELASTIC PHOTOPRODUCTION OF CHARMONIUM

The cross section for theJ/c photoproduction at a given
center-of-mass energyW is

sgp→J/cX~W!

5E E f A/g~xA! f B/p~xB!ŝAB→J/cX~ ŝ!dxAdxB ,

~4!

where the subprocess CEM cross sectionŝ is given by Eqs.

~1! and ~3!. Here,Aŝ5AxAxB W is the center-of-mass en
ergy of the subprocessAB→J/cX, and f A/g ( f B/p) is the
distribution function of the partonA ~B! in the photon~pro-
ton!. For direct photon interactions (A5g) we have
f A/g(xA)5d(xA21).

An important kinematical variable is

z[
PJ/c•Pp

Pg•Pp
, ~5!
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wherePJ/c,g,p is the four-momentum of theJ/c, photon, or
proton, respectively. In the proton rest frame,z is the fraction
of photon energy carried by theJ/c.

The direct photon processgg→cc̄ is important only for
z'1. For the range ofz we are interested in, the direc
photon contribution is dominated by the diagrams shown
Fig. 1~a!. The charm quark pair ingg fusion can be pro-
duced in both color singlet and octet configurations, wh
gq fusion exclusively yields coloredcc̄ pairs.J/c produc-
tion also receives contributions from resolved photon p
cesses, which proceed via quark-quark, quark-gluon,
gluon-gluon fusion intocc̄1quark ~gluon!; see Fig. 1~b!.

Higher order processes, like those in Fig. 1, have to
evaluated with some caution in the region of smallJ/c trans-
verse momentum and largez. For smallt-channel momentum
transfer (t̂→0), the gluon exchange diagrams in Fig. 1 re
resent the QCD evolution of the initial state gluon distrib
tion functions, and are already included in the lowest or
gg→cc̄ process@29#. By themselves, the tree level diagram
in Fig. 1 lead to a divergence forz→1, which appears as a
unphysical growth of the cross section forz&1.

Presently, complete QCD calculations are not availa
for the processes we are interested in. Therefore, n
perturbative effects and higher order QCD corrections
large z are treated by phenomenological methods. We
scribe charmonium photoproduction by introducing the f
lowing parametrization:

d2s

dpTdz
5@12F~Q0 ,pT!#@12G~Q0 ,z!#

d2s tree

dpTdz
~6!

with

F~Q0 ,pT!5e2pT
2/kT

2
~7!

FIG. 1. Processes contributing to direct~a! and resolved~b!
charmonium photoproduction.
2-2
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and

G~Q0 ,z!5e2(12z)/z0z; ~8!

see Ref.@6# for further details. Here,s tree is the tree level
perturbative cross section,kT

25z(Q0
214mc

2)24mc
2 , and (1

2z0)5(pT
214mc

2)/(Q0
214mc

2) are positive definite or null.
We found in Ref.@6# that Q052mc best describes the data
and it is this value that we use in the present work.

IV. RESULTS

We have computed the tree level scattering amplitu
numerically usingMADGRAPH @30# and HELAS @31#. The
phase space integration was performed using theVEGAS

Monte Carlo program@32#.
The H1 Collaboration performed their analysis using d

with Q2,1 GeV2. They subdivided their data into sever
different kinematical regions, in order to better determine
region where perturbative QCD calculations furnish a re
able description of the data. We will compare the CEM p
dictions with the H1 results using the same cuts that w
applied to the experimental data. First, we analyze the
havior of the total cross section as a function of thegp
center-of-mass energy~W! for two differentz regions, requir-
ing a minimumJ/c transverse momentumpT.1 GeV. In
Fig. 2~a! we show the CEM predictions for 0.3,z,0.9, and
in Fig. 2~b! we present our results for 0.3,z,0.8.

A relatively wide choice of QCD parameters associa
with the evaluation of charmonium photoproduction leads
a large theoretical uncertainty. In Fig. 2, the solid lines
obtained assumingmc51.3 GeV, the GRV-94 leading orde
~LO! @33# parametrization of the proton structure functio
and GRV-G LO@34# for the photon parton density. For bot
structure functions, we set the factorization scale asmF

5Aŝ and we evaluated the running of the strong coupl
constant in leading order with four active flavors usi
LQCD5300 MeV, renormalization scalemR

05A2mc for di-

FIG. 2. Total cross section as a function ofWgp for pT

.1 GeV: ~a! 0.3,z,0.9 and~b! 0.3,z,0.8. The shaded ban
shows the theoretical prediction formc51.360.1 GeV. The defi-
nition of the lines is given in the text.
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rect processes, andmR
05Aŝ for resolved processes. We als

userc50.5 as theJ/c fraction of all charm bound states
The shaded band is obtained by varying the charm qu
mass in the rangemc51.360.1 GeV.

In order to assess the uncertainty associated with the
ton structure function, we evaluate the CEM prediction us
the same parameters as for the solid line, changing GRV
LO for GRV-98 LO @35#; the result is plotted as a dashe
line. The dependence upon the structure function is q
mild. We estimate the effect of higher order corrections
varying the renormalization scalemR5jmR

0 while keeping
the other parameters fixed. The dotted~dash-dotted! lines in
Fig. 2 correspond to the choicesj51/2 ~2!. For the sake of
definiteness, we present subsequent results using the pa
eters associated with the solid line in Fig. 2 only varying t
charm quark mass frommc51.360.1 GeV.

Figure 3 shows the CEM predictions for thez spectrum,
with pT.1 GeV and the center-of-mass energy in the ran
120,Wgp,260 GeV. The experimental points represent
by triangles and squares correspond to two different d
sets; see Ref.@1# for details. The direct photon contribution i
represented by the dashed line, and the resolved one by
dotted line; the solid line displays the sum of direct a
resolved contributions. The shaded area corresponds to
total CEM prediction for the charm quark mass range
scribed above. The agreement with the data is quite go
Moreover, the data at low and mediumz do require the in-
troduction of resolved processes in order to explain the
sults. This is a clear signal that colored charm quark pa
contribute to theJ/c production.

In Fig. 4 we present thepT
2 distribution for the lowz

sample 0.05,z,0.45 which corresponds to the triangles
Fig. 3. For these values ofz we expect the theoretical unce
tainties due to higher order corrections to be small, and
can see that the CEM and data agree well. The disagreem

FIG. 3. Differential cross section as function of the inelastic
parameter z for pT

2.1 GeV2 and 120,Wgp,260 GeV. The
dashed line stands for the contribution from direct processes w
the dotted line shows the contribution from resolved processes.
solid line is the sum of both contributions. The shaded band sh
the theoretical uncertainty associated with the charm quark m
(mc51.360.1 GeV).
2-3
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between data and theory at largez is associated with highe
order non-perturbative corrections.

Higher order effects are sizeable in the medium and h
z regions. Therefore, the H1 Collaboration divided their d
sample into severalpT andz regions for center-of-mass en
ergies in the range 60,Wgp,240 GeV. This allows us to
make a better comparison of data and theory.

In Fig. 5, we compare the CEM predictions for thez de-
pendence with data for three different values of theJ/c
minimum transverse momentum, i.e.,pT.1,2, and 3 GeV.
The curves have been divided by factors 1,10, and 100
spectively, in order to help visualization. There is an ove
agreement between data and theory, except for the hig
bin in z. Moreover, removing our regularization procedu
worsens the theoretical results@6#. Increasing the minimum

FIG. 4. Squared transverse momentumpT
2 distribution for data

collected in the very inelastic region 0.05,z,0.45 and 120
,Wgp,260 GeV. The shaded band shows the theoretical un
tainty associated with the value of the charm quark massmc

51.360.1 GeV).

FIG. 5. Differential cross section as function of the inelastic
parameterz for pT.1,2, and 3 GeV, divided by the factor 1, 10, an
100 respectively. The shaded band shows the theoretical uncert
associated with the value of the charm quark mass (mc51.3
60.1 GeV).
05400
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value of the transverse momentum does not improve
quality of the fitting, indicating that our parametrization
the higher order effects correctly incorporates the dep
dence on the minimumpT .

Figure 6 shows theJ/c squared transverse momentu
distribution for the medium and high-z data. The agreemen
between theory and data is satisfactory. The shape of
spectrum disagrees with data for the very lowpT bins. In
order to understand what is happening, let us consider
distribution for three differentz bins, 0.75,z,0.9, 0.6,z
,0.75, and 0.3,z,0.6; see Fig. 7. The predictions hav
been divided by factors 1,10, and 100, respectively, to h
visualization. We learn from this figure that the agreem
between CEM predictions and data improves for lowz re-
gions. This reflects a limitation of the ability of the propos

r-

nty

FIG. 6. Squared transverse momentumpT
2 distribution for 0.3

,z,0.9 and center-of-mass energy 60,Wgp,240 GeV. The
shaded band shows the theoretical uncertainty associated with
value of the charm quark mass (mc51.360.1 GeV).

FIG. 7. Squared transverse momentumpT
2 spectrum for 60

,Wgp,240 and data collected in three different inelastic bin
0.75,z,0.9 ~upper!, 0.6,z,0.75 ~middle!, and 0.3,z,0.6
~lower!. For visualization the curves have been scaled as 1, 1
and 1/100 from top to bottom. The shaded band shows the the
ical uncertainty associated with the value of the charm quark m
(mc51.360.1 GeV).
2-4
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parametrization to completely mimic higher order QCD co
tributions when we approach the elastic region. It also
plies that the small discrepancy with data for the highest
on z must be credited to the lack of a complete QCD cal
lation and is not related to the color evaporation approac
describing quarkonium production.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We showed that the color evaporation model describes
available data onJ/c photoproduction, provided that we in
clude high order QCD corrections at high inelasticitiesz.
Moreover, the new data at lowz provide a clear demonstra
tion of the necessity to consider coloredcc̄ configurations in
en

en

05400
-
-
n
-
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e

the computation of charmonium production, since the data
this region can only be explained by resolved photon p
cesses, which generate coloredcc̄ pairs.
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